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The neurobiology of stress and the neurobiology of social behavior are deeply intertwined. The social
environment interacts with stress on almost every front: social interactions can be potent stressors; they
can buffer the response to an external stressor; and social behavior often changes in response to stressful
life experience. This review explores mechanistic and behavioral links between stress, anxiety, resilience,
and social behavior in rodents, with particular attention to different social contexts. We consider variation between several different rodent species and make connections to research on humans and nonhuman primates.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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1. Introduction
The social worlds of animals are ﬁlled with many different types
of interactions, and social experience interacts with organismal
stress on many levels. Social stressors have proven to be potent
across a wide range of species, and their study in rodents has led to
greater understanding of the role of stressor type, timing, and other
factors impacting physiology and behavior. While negative social
interactions can be acutely damaging, social interaction can alsomoderate stressful experiences, buffering potentially adverse impacts and contributing to resilience. In this review we explore the
many interactions of stress and social behavior in research on rodents. We consider three main classes of effects: the social environment as a stressor; the effects of stress on subsequent social
behavior; and social buffering of stressful experience (Fig. 1). We
explore mechanisms that mediate links between stress and social
behavior, and consider sex differences in these mechanisms and
behavioral outcomes. Finally, we discuss data from a wide variety of
rodent species wherever possible, in order to explore the universality and speciﬁcity of ﬁndings in single species.
1.1. Measuring stress and social behavior
Responses to stress span a spectrum from detrimental immediate and long-term effects to resilience and protection against
* Corresponding author. Smith College, Clark Science Center, 44 College Lane,
Northampton, MA 01063, USA. Tel.: þ1 413 585 3918.
E-mail address: abeery@smith.edu (A.K. Beery).

future stressors. The effects of stress exposure and consequent
trajectory depend on the nature of the stressor, the severity,
duration (acute vs. chronic), sex/gender, genetics, timing of exposure (early life, adolescence, adulthood or aging) as well as the
perception of the stressor by the individualefor example, stressor
controllability dramatically affects resilience versus vulnerability as
an outcome (Maier and Watkins, 2005; Amat et al., 2010; Lucas
et al., 2014). Recently it was shown that even the gender of researchers can affect rodent stress levels and inﬂuence results of
behavioral tests (Sorge et al., 2014).
Stress can be assessed by both behavioral and physiological indicators. One of the most commonly measured immediate physiological
responses
to
stress
is
activation
of
the
hypothalamicepituitaryeadrenal (HPA) axis. During stressful
events, corticotropin releasing factor (CRF, also called CRH) is
released from the hypothalamus, and is the primary trigger of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secretion from the anterior pituitary. ACTH then triggers systemic release of glucocorticoids
(CORT) from the adrenal gland (Bale and Vale, 2004). We describe
outcomes related to HPA-axis responsivity, as well as several
additional neurochemical players including BDNF, serotonin, and
multiple neuropeptides in the text below.
Social behavior is complex and varies with the behavioral test
chosen, and whether focal individuals are tested with familiar or
novel conspeciﬁcs, with same- or opposite-sex individuals, or with
familiar or unfamiliar strains. The laboratory setting is a sparse
environment compared to the complexity of nature, both physically
and socially. Some research aims to quantify social behavior in
complex housing areas such as enriched caging with social groups
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1.2. Species diversity and the comparative perspective

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the levels at which the social environment impacts
and reﬂects the individual. To the left and in Section 2 of this review, we consider
aversive social environments as potent stressors. This stress has far-reaching impacts
on individual physiology as well as on social behavior (Section 3), but these impacts are
potentially moderated by social buffering (Section 4).

(e.g., artiﬁcial, visible burrow systems (Blanchard et al., 2001; Seney
et al., 2006), and large, semi-natural enclosures (e.g. King, 1956;
Dewsbury, 1984; Ophir et al., 2012; Margerum, 2013). Other
research relies on constrained social interactions in tests designed
to measure a few particular aspects of social behavior (Crawley,
2007). For example social interaction tests typically measure the
amount of time spent in social contact or investigation with a
conspeciﬁc. Social choice tests take place in multi-chambered apparatuses that allow investigation of either a conspeciﬁc or a nonliving stimulus such as a novel object or empty restrainer (Moy
et al., 2007). Variations on this test involve a choice of a familiar
versus unfamiliar individual, such as in the partner preference test
(Williams et al., 1992). Social habituation/dishabituation tests are
often used to assess social recognition and memory for familiar
individuals (Ferguson et al., 2002; Choleris et al., 2003). Social
motivation may be assessed by measures of effort expended to access another individual (Lee et al., 1999), or by conditioned place
preference for a social environment (Panksepp and Lahvis, 2007).
Other tests measure speciﬁc aspects of social competency, such as
memory and social inferences involved in hierarchy (Cordero and
Sandi, 2007; Grosenick et al., 2007). Recent studies of pro-social
behavior in rats have focused on latency to free a restrained rat
under different scenarios (Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2011, 2014).
There is no peripheral hormonal indicator of sociability, but two
neuropeptides have been highly implicated in many aspects of
mammalian social behavior: oxytocin (OT) and arginine vasopressin (VP). Oxytocin is produced in the hypothalamus and facilitates a wide variety of processes related to social behavior,
including maternal behavior, trust, anxiolysis, and sexual pair-bond
formation (reviewed in Ross and Young, 2009; Young et al., 2008;
Neumann, 2008; Donaldson and Young, 2008; Carter et al., 2008;
Anacker and Beery, 2013). Vasopressin activity has been associated with aggression, anxiety, and social behavior (reviewed in
Kelly and Goodson, 2014), as well partner preference formation in
male prairie voles (Cho et al., 1999; Young and Wang, 2004). The
locations and densities of oxytocin receptors (OTR) and vasopressin
type 1a receptors (V1aR) have been associated with species variations, as well as with individual variations in social behavior from
afﬁliation to aggression (e.g. Everts et al., 1997; Young, 1999; Beery
et al., 2008a; Campbell et al., 2009; Beery and Zucker, 2010; Ophir
et al., 2012; Calcagnoli et al., 2014). Many studies have also investigated the role of the mesolimbic dopamine system and opioid
regulation of rewarding social behaviors such as pair-bonds between mates (Aragona, 2009; Resendez et al., 2012); we describe
these and additional research avenues throughout.

In addition to considering how social behavior is assessed, we
must consider the signiﬁcance of the behavior to the species in
which it is assessed. Social behavior encompasses skills from social
recognition to social memory, as well as many distinct types of
interaction, including with peers, potential reproductive partners,
competitors, and offspring. Some of these interactions are better
studied in some species than others; for example biparental care is
only present in a few rodent species that have been studied in
laboratories, namely prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster), California
mice (Peromyscus californicus), and Djungarian hamsters (Phodopus
campbelli). Monogamous pairing with mates is similarly rare
among rodents, and is most studied in prairie voles and California
mice. Mechanisms supporting group living have been in explored
in colonial rodents including naked mole-rats (Heterocephalus
glaber), tuco-tucos (Ctenomys sociabilis), seasonally social meadow
voles (Microtus pennsylvanicus), and others (Anacker and Beery,
2013). The idea that some problems are best studied in particular
species is far from new; this principle was promoted in 1929 by the
late physiologist and Nobel laureate August Krogh (Krebs, 1975). In
contrast to Krogh's assertion that species should be selected for
their suitability for studying particular problems, modern biological research is strongly biased towards rats and mice; in 2009 rats
and mice made up approximately 90% of mammalian research
subjects in physiology, up from 18% at the time Krogh's principle
was articulated (Beery and Zucker, 2011 supplementary material).
Lab strains of mice and rats are highly inbred and in many ways
quite different from their wild peers.
Use of multiple species allows researchers to compare and
contrast mechanisms across the phylogenetic tree. While the depth
of mechanistic information available for non-model organisms is
much less than for rats and mice, the comparative perspective is
essential for understanding to what extent mechanisms underlying
social behavior are unique to particular species, common across
broader groups, or are variations on a theme (Phelps et al., 2010;
Katz and Lillvis, 2014; Hofmann et al., 2014). In this review we
focus on rats and mice for which data on stress and social behavior
are most abundant, but incorporate ﬁndings from other rodent
species whenever possible. And although laboratory research in
rodents is heavily male-biased (Beery and Zucker, 2011), we review
a substantial body of ﬁndings on the interrelationship of stress and
social behavior in females.
2. The social environment as a stressor
All mammals interact with other individuals. In the wild, rodents may encounter competition for resources such as territory,
food, and access to mates, and even solitary species interact with
conspeciﬁcs and their chemical cues, if only to avoid them in the
future. Both aversive and positive interactions are relevant features
of the social environment. Widely used models of social stress in
rodents include social subordination, crowding, isolation, and social instability (Fig. 1, left side). While most studies have been
conducted in mice and rats, prairie voles and other social rodent
species provide an opportunity to study the role of identity of the
social partner, and how separation from a mate differs from isolation from a same-sex peer.
2.1. Social defeat/subordination
In humans, social rejection is used as a potent experimental
stressor (Kirschbaum et al., 1993), and decades of work in humans
and non-human primates have demonstrated that an individual's
position in the social hierarchy has profound implications for
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health and well-being (Adler et al., 1994; Sapolsky, 2005). In rodents, the most prominent model of stressful social interaction is
social defeat. Social defeat is typically induced by a version of the
resident-intruder test in which a test subject is paired with a
dominant resident in its home cage. Dominance may be assured by
size, prior history of winning, strain of the resident, and/or prior
housing differences (Martinez et al., 1998). Defeat may be acute or
repeated, with many possible variations on the method. Social
defeat is typically used as a stressor in male rodents, for whom
dominance is easier to quantify and aggressive interactions related
to home territory are presumed more salient. A few studies report
effects of social defeat on females, particularly in Syrian hamsters in
which females are highly aggressive and dominant to males (Payne
and Swanson, 1970). In rats and mice, females do not always show a
signiﬁcant response to this task and the effect in males is far greater
(Palanza, 2001; Huhman et al., 2003). Thus, other stress paradigms
such as social instability are more widely used with females (Haller
et al., 1999).
Social defeat can have a more substantial impact on male rodent
physiology and behavior than widely used stressors such as restraint, electric shock, and chronic variable mild stress (Koolhaas
et al., 1996; Blanchard et al., 1998; Sgoifo et al., 2014). In the
short-term, social defeat produces changes in heart rate, hormone
secretion, and body temperature, with longer-term impacts on a
wide variety of additional outcomes including activity, social
behavior, drug preference, disease susceptibility and others
(Martinez et al., 1998; Sgoifo et al., 1999; Peters et al., 2011). Unlike
physical stressors such as restraint, social defeat does not appear to
be susceptible to habituation or sensitization (Tornatzky and
Miczek, 1993; Sgoifo et al., 2002), and can be used in groups
housed with a single dominant individual (Nyuyki et al., 2012).
Social defeat stress has profound effects on hippocampal
morphology and function (reviewed in McEwen and Magarinos,
2001; Buwalda et al., 2005; Mirescu and Gould, 2006; McEwen,
2012). These effects include reduction in hippocampal volume
h et al., 2001) related to dendritic remodeling and reduced
(Cze
~ os et al., 1996; Gould et al., 1998), Social
neurogenesis (Magarin
defeat also alters the ratio of mineralocorticoid to glucocorticoid
receptors in the hippocampus (Buwalda et al., 2001; Veenema et al.,
2003). As with most of neurobiological research, attention has
centered on neurons as the brain mediators of the biological
embedding of the social world. However, following recent reports
on the effects of stress (in general, and particularly social stress) on
astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and microglial cells, it has become
clear that glial cells are likely to play a role in this process, and
deserve more attention in future studies (Braun et al., 2009;
Wohleb et al., 2011; Araya-Callís et al., 2012; Chetty et al., 2014).
Social hierarchy has also been explored in settings where
dominance is established through unstaged social interactions that
occur on an ongoing basis (e.g. Blanchard et al., 1995, 2001). A low
position in the social (and economic/resource) hierarchy appears to
be stressful across a wide range of species. Negative health effects
of low social status have been particularly well documented in nonhuman primates (e.g. Sapolsky, 1989, 2005; Virgin and Sapolsky,
1997; Wu et al., 2014; Shively review, 2015). In humans, lower
socioeconomic status (SES) predicts decreased mental and physical
health in a graded fashion, and subjective perception of socioeconomic status may be an even more potent mediator than objective
SES (Adler et al., 1994; Kawachi and Kennedy, 1999; Siegrist and
Marmot, 2004; Singh-Manoux et al., 2005).
While low social status appears stressful across all instances
discussed thus far, several studies have demonstrated that low
status is not always stressful, in part dependent on speciesparticular life-history traits. For example, subordinate status is
most stressful in species with despotic hierarchies, and may not be

a stressor in “egalitarian” hierarchies with greater resource sharing.
In the same vein, high status is more stressful in societies in which
dominance must be continuously defended than in stable social
hierarchies (Sapolsky, 2005). In a meta-analysis of cortisol levels in
primates, Abbott et al. (2003) found that subordinates had higher
basal CORT levels only when exposed to higher rates of stressors
due to subordinate status, and when subordinate status afforded
them few opportunities for social contact. In naked mole rats, a
highly social rodent species that lives in large underground colonies, all but a few animals in each colony are reproductively
suppressed subordinates (Sherman et al., 1991). In this instance,
subordinates are related to breeders and are non-aggressive except
in the event of loss of the breeding queen or her mates (Clarke and
Faulkes, 1997). Reproductively suppressed subordinates do not
have higher CORT levels than breeders and may have lower levels
(Clarke and Faulkes, 1997, 2001). While it is not yet clear how stress
relates to status in this species, social subordination must be
considered in the context of how it affects the individuals involved.
Notably, social defeat may be more universally stressful than low
status.
2.2. Crowding
Housing density affects rodent behavior, and both crowded and
isolated social environments have been used as stressors in rodents. Crowding is a naturalistic stressor especially for social or
gregarious species that relates to high population density and
resource competition in the ﬁeld. In house mice, several studies
have shown that crowding can impair reproductive function and
may be part of population size regulation (Christian and Lemunyan,
1958; Christian, 1971). In the highly social, group-living rodent
species the degu (Octadon degus), increased group size is associated
with greater dispersal consistent with a “social competition” hypothesis (Quirici et al., 2011).
In the laboratory, crowding typically consists of large numbers
of mice or rats (e.g. >6 rats/cage (Brown and Grunberg, 1995; Reiss
et al., 2007)) with ad libitum access to resources such as food and
water. Crowding must be somewhat extreme to induce stressful
outcomes, as group-housing (e.g. 4e6 rats or 12 mice in a sufﬁciently large area) is often used as a key component of environmental enrichment (Sztainberg and Chen, 2010; Simpson and Kelly,
2011).
Social crowding has been shown to impact many different
physiological outcomes in male mice, rats, and prairie voles. These
include changes in organ weights, hormone secretion, HPA reactivity, pain sensitivity, telomere length, and cardiac outcomes
(Gamallo et al., 1986; Gadek-Michalska and Bugajski, 2003; Kotrschal et al., 2007; Grippo et al., 2010; Tramullas et al., 2012; Puzserova et al., 2013). Crowding of pregnant dams also produces
changes in the offspring birth weight, pubertal timing, and reproductive behavior (e.g. Harvey and Chevins, 1987; Ward et al., 1994)
and may lead to lasting changes through a subsequent generation
(Christian and Lemunyan, 1958). There appear to be important sex
differences in the consequences of crowding, with one study in rats
ﬁnding that crowding is a stressor for males but has the capacity to
calm females (Brown and Grunberg, 1995).
2.3. Isolation
At the opposite extreme, solitary housing can be a potent
stressor for social species. Social isolation is employed as a stressor
in previously group-housed mice and rats (Heinrichs and Koob,
2006); in both species, extended (2e13 week) solitary housing
produces an “isolation syndrome” particularly in females, consisting of hyperadrenocorticism, reduced body weight, altered blood
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composition, and enhanced pain responsiveness among other
outcomes (Hatch et al., 1965; Valzelli, 1973). These changes coincide with alterations in behavior including aggression, mating
behavior, learning, and pain sensitivity (Valzelli, 1973). More recent
studies have added a host of additional physiological outcomes
related to stress and depressive behavior, including changes in
dopamine signaling in different brain regions (Heidbreder et al.,
€ni et al., 2003;
2000), altered heart rate and cardiac function (Spa
Carnevali et al., 2012), and neurogenesis (Stranahan et al., 2006;
Lieberwirth and Wang, 2012). Which outcomes are affected by
isolation depend in part on the age at which isolation occurs
(reviewed in Hall, 1998), and there are sex differences in the effects
of social isolation. These suggest that isolation may be stressful for
females but not necessarily to the same extent for males (Hatch
et al., 1965; Palanza, 2001; Palanza et al., 2001). Assessing the
impacts of both isolation and crowding share the problem of what
to consider as the control comparison, as anxiety and other
behavioral outcomes vary along a continuum of group sizes
(Botelho et al., 2007).
In recent decades, prairie voles have become a popular model
for studying social behaviors because of their unusual capacity to
form socially monogamous pair-bonds with opposite sex mates
(Getz et al., 1981). An additional advantage of this species is that the
effects of social manipulations can be contextualized in terms of
ﬁndings from ﬁeld populations and semi-natural settings (e.g.
Ophir et al., 2008; Mabry et al., 2011). In wild prairie voles,
cohabitation with a mate or a mate and undispersed offspring is
common (Getz and Hofmann, 1986), and reproductively naïve
prairie voles are afﬁliative towards their same-sex cage mates. In
the lab, separation of adult prairie voles from a sibling cage-mate
for 1e2 months reduced sucrose consumption (a measure of
anhedonia), and was associated with increased plasma levels of
oxytocin, CORT, and ACTH, as well as increased activity of oxytocin
neurons in the hypothalamus following a resident intruder test.
These effects were more profound in females (Grippo et al., 2007).
Further work has shown that social isolation from a sibling also
leads to changes in cardiac function associated with cardiovascular
disease (Grippo et al., 2011; Peuler et al., 2012), and immobility in
the forced swim test (Grippo et al., 2008) e considered a measure of
depressive behavior. Some physiological and behavioral sequelae
were prevented or ameliorated by exposure to environmental
enrichment, or by peripheral administration of oxytocin (Grippo
et al., 2009, 2014), as has been demonstrated in rats (Hellemans
et al., 2004). Social isolation of prairie voles from weaning has
been associated with higher circulating CORT, and greater CRF
immunoreactivity in the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus (Ruscio et al., 2007). While the majority of current
studies have focused on social isolation from a non-reproductive
partner, recent investigation into disruption of opposite-sex pairs
takes advantage of this unusual feature of prairie vole behavior, and
suggests that mate-pair disruption has substantial autonomic and
behavioral consequences for both male and female prairie voles
(Bosch et al., 2009; McNeal et al., 2014).
As the work in prairie voles illustrates, it is important to
consider the natural history of species when social manipulations
are performed. For example, male Syrian hamsters housed in
isolation are more aggressive than those housed in groups (Brain,
1972), but that is not to suggest that isolation was distressing, or
produced an unusual behavioral phenotype, as this species is
naturally solitary (Gattermann et al., 2001). Conversely, crowding
might be a particularly potent but unnatural stressor for this
species, and it has been associated with increased mortality
(Germann et al., 1990; Marchleswska-Koj, 1997). Social species
provide good subjects for studying the inﬂuence of social interactions on health and related outcomes, and this has been
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demonstrated both in the laboratory and in the ﬁeld. In a species
of South American burrowing rodent e the colonial tucoetuco (C.
sociabilis) e females may live alone or share a burrow with several
other adults members and their young (Lacey et al., 1997). Yearling
C. sociabilis that live alone (whether via dispersal in the ﬁeld or
investigator manipulations in the lab), have signiﬁcantly higher
baseline fecal glucocorticoid metabolite levels than do groupliving individuals in the same environments (Woodruff et al.,
2013). In a putatively monogamous species of wild guinea pig
(Galea monasteriensis), social separation induces increases in
cortisol secretion that are only rectiﬁed by return of the social
partner (Adrian et al., 2008). The study of species in the context of
their natural behavior allows us to better understand stressrelated outcomes in a variety of rodent species.
2.4. Social instability
Some studies employ both crowding and isolation in alternation
(for example, 24 h of each for 2 weeks), as a model for chronic social
instability (e.g. Haller et al., 1999; Herzog et al., 2009). Social
instability has particularly been used as a social stressor for female
rats, for whom crowding and social defeat are not always effective
stressors (Palanza, 2001). In the crowding phase, different social
groups consisting of different numbers of males and females are
formed. Females exposed to this variable social environment show
increased adrenal weight, increased corticosterone secretion,
decreased thymus weight, and reduced weight gain relative to females housed in stable maleefemale pairs (Haller et al., 1999). A
second study replicated these ﬁndings and demonstrated that social instability also induced dysregulation of the hypothalmicepituitaryegonadal (HPG) axis (elevated luteinizing hormone,
prolactin, and disrupted estrus cycles), and reduced sucrose preference and food intake (Herzog et al., 2009). This stressed phenotype persisted for several weeks without habituation and led to a
depressive-like phenotype. Prior history of social instability in the
form of early-life separation from the mother also exacerbates
vulnerability to later life chronic subordination stress (Veenema et
al., 2008).
3. Social behavior responds to stress (in species, sex, and
context speciﬁc ways)
In humans, stressful situations can promote afﬁliative behavior
(Zucker et al., 1968; Teichman, 1974; Taylor, 2006) and anticipation
of stressful events can promote group cohesion and liking for group
 et al., 1966; Morris et al., 1976). All stress is not
members (Latane
the same, however, and in some cases, social behavior is reduced
after a stressor e in fact social withdrawal is one of the diagnostic
criteria for post-traumatic stress disorder (DSM V, American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). While effects of stress on social
behavior are evident in humans, most of our understanding of
these impacts, and of the underlying molecular and cellular
mechanisms, come from rodent studies. In rodents, several
stressors
and
manipulations
of
the
hypothalamicepituitaryeadrenal (HPA) hormonal axis have been shown to
impact a variety of subsequent social behaviors. In this case, much
of what we know comes from research on prairie voles for which
there appear to be important differences between the sexes, with
some outcomes dependent on whether the partners are same-sex
siblings or opposite-sex mates.
3.1. Stress, HPA axis regulation, and opposite-sex social behavior
As previously mentioned, prairie voles provide an opportunity
to study pair-bond formation between males and females, as this
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species forms reproductive pair bonds both in the laboratory and in
the ﬁeld. Prairie voles also exhibit unusually high levels of circulating CORT relative to other rodents including montane voles, rats,
and mice (DeVries et al., 1995) moderated by reduced tissue
sensitivity to glucocorticoids (Taymans et al., 1997; Klein et al.,
1996). Stress has opposite effects on the formation of mate preferences in male and female prairie voles. In males, stressful experiences mildly enhances the ability to form partner preferences for
females. Males do not typically form a partner preference for a
female after 6 h of cohabitation, however they form signiﬁcant
preferences within this time interval when paired after a brief swim
stress (DeVries et al., 1996). Preference formation is also facilitated
by CORT administration in male prairie voles, and impaired by
adrenalectomy (DeVries et al., 1996). Some doses of central CRF
administration also facilitate partner preference formation in males
(DeVries et al., 2002). Interestingly, CORT decreases after pairing
with a female, but partner preferences are not established during
the early cohousing interval, and CORT levels have returned to
baseline by the time male preferences have been formed (DeVries
et al., 1997).
In female prairie voles, stress impairs partner preference formation, but this effect is prevented in adrenalectomized voles
(DeVries et al., 1996). This phenomenon appears to be mediated by
CORT, as exposure to CORT during (but not after) cohabitation with
a novel male prevents partner preference formation, and adrenalectomized females form partner preferences after shorter cohabitation periods than are typically necessary (DeVries et al., 1995).
CORT levels are naturally low immediately following cohousing
with a male, and partner preferences are formed before they return
to baseline (DeVries et al., 1995).
In rats, stress also impacts opposite-sex social behavior. In
particular, stress has been shown to inhibit mating behavior in
males and in naturally cycling females, via elevation of the inhibitory hypothalamic hormone RF-amide related peptide 1 (Kirby
et al., 2009; Geraghty et al., 2013).
3.2. Stress, HPA axis regulation, and same-sex social behavior
Same-sex interactions have not been as well explored in prairie
voles as opposite-sex afﬁliative interactions have been, although
some data suggest same-sex afﬁliative behavior in prairie voles
may be enhanced following a stressor (DeVries and Carter, unpublished data referenced in Carter, 1998). Same-sex afﬁliative
behavior can be studied more broadly in rodent species that live in
groups, so additional rodent species may be informative for this
question.
Meadow voles are conditionally social rodents, with
photoperiod-mediated seasonal variation in social huddling. While
females are aggressive and territorial in summer months, they live
in social groups and huddle with conspeciﬁcs in winter months or
short day lengths in the laboratory (Madison et al., 1984; Madison
and McShea, 1987; Beery et al., 2008b, 2009). Seasonal variations
in huddling and partner preference formation allow for the study of
the endocrine and neurobiological mechanisms underlying
changes in social tolerance and peer afﬁliation outside the context
of mate-pairing. In meadow voles, CORT varies seasonally
(Boonstra and Boag, 1992; Galea and McEwen, 1999; Pyter et al.,
2005) and may relate to changes in social tolerance. CRF/urocortin pathways may also link stress-reactivity and social behavior
in this species, as CRF1 and CRF2 receptor densities change with day
length and are associated with huddling behavior (Beery et al.,
2014). Stress exposure prior to pairing impairs preference formation for a same-sex individual in female of this species (Anacker
et al., 2014). Ongoing studies are examining the role of CORT and
stressor timing. In addition, familiarity of the conspeciﬁc prior to

the stressor may inﬂuence whether social behavior is increased or
decreased.
Wild rats live in gregarious colonies, where social interactions
may be beneﬁcial for predator avoidance and under other stressful
conditions (Macdonald et al., 1999). In male rats, social defeat stress
leads to social avoidance e less time spent in social contact with an
unfamiliar non-aggressive rat (Meerlo et al., 1996) and avoidance of
the dominant rat (Lukas et al., 2011). Non-social stressors may have
the opposite effect, for example, in groups of familiar male rats, rats
spend more time huddling in large groups during an immediate
stressor (cat fur or bright light). This effect has been termed
defensive aggregation, and is facilitated by oxytocin (Bowen et al.,
2012; Bowen and McGregor, 2014).
3.3. Individual variability in the social behavior response to stress e
resilience vs. vulnerability
Exposure to chronic social defeat stress leads to social avoidance, altered fear acquisition and elimination, anhedonia, changes
in neural circuitry and transmission, neurogenesis and metabolism
in groups of exposed versus unexposed subjects (Chou et al., 2014;
Donahue et al., 2014). However, looking at individual outcomes
reveals a much more complex picture, even in inbred mice. For
example, measuring social motivation after exposure to social
defeat stress reveals a bimodal segregation of the group into
affected and unaffected individuals. Affected individuals spend less
time interacting with conspeciﬁc peers in the social zone, while
unaffected (unsusceptible) individuals spend time in the social
zone similar to unstressed individuals. Susceptibility to social
aversion following social defeat is associated with a suite of other
signs of stress including decreased sucrose preference, decreased
body weight, and increased sensitivity to cocaine-induced conditioned place preference (Krishnan et al., 2007).
What is the difference between responders and nonresponders, or a resilient vs. vulnerable trajectory? Interestingly,
this resilience phenotype did not correlate with social motivation
pre-stress, nor with levels of circulating glucocorticoids (Krishnan
et al., 2007). However, stress-susceptibility has been correlated
with stress-induced increase in levels of brain derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF), a key regulator of dopamine release in the nucleus
accumbens (NAc). Following 10 days of repeated social defeat,
BDNF protein levels were persistently elevated in the NAc of mice.
Reduction of BDNF levels in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) via
local BDNF knockdown provided an antidepressant-like effect
relative to untreated, defeated mice and prevented social aversion
(Berton et al., 2006). Investigation of the individual differences
between susceptible and unsusceptible mice revealed that susceptibility was characterized by increased NAc BDNF, but reinforced
the importance of BDNF release from the VTA, as knockdown in the
VTA but not NAc promoted resilience. Susceptibility to defeat was
further shown to be mediated by enhanced ﬁring of VTA dopamine
neurons, with resilience characterized by a lack of activitydependent BDNF release (Krishnan et al., 2007).
Interestingly, unsusceptible individuals were not lacking a
neural response, but in fact showed greater change in gene
expression patterns in the VTA than susceptible individuals e
suggesting that behavioral non-responsiveness is an active process
and not merely a lack of the pathological process. Analysis of differential gene expression revealed signiﬁcant down-regulation of
several members of the WNT (Wingless)-dishevelled signaling
cascade, including phospho-GSK3b (glycogen synthase kinase-3b),
in the NAc of susceptible, but not resilient, mice (Wilkinson et al.,
2011). Regulation of HPA axis activity, and speciﬁcally reduced
expression of CRF (regulated by stress-induced demethylation of
regulatory areas of the gene CRF1) was shown in the subset of
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vulnerable mice that displayed social avoidance (Elliott et al., 2010)
and in mice that displayed short latency to defeat in the resident/
intruder paradigm (Wood et al., 2010). Supporting this ﬁnding,
knockdown of CRF levels diminished stress-induced social avoidance (Elliott et al., 2010). In a separate model of chronic subordinate
colony housing, mice selectively bred for low anxiety were
behaviorally resilient to subordination stress, and showed distinct
HPA axis responses (Füchsl et al., 2013).
Several neurotransmission systems are implicated in socialstress resilience vs. vulnerability: in addition to BDNF-control of
dopamine mentioned above, differences in the NAc dopaminergic
system resulting from differential maternal behavior are correlated
with increased preference for social interactions in a group of
~ a et al., 2014). Glutamatergic,
highly groomed rat offspring (Pen
serotonergic, and GABAergic systems appear to be involved as well.
Vulnerable and resilient animals differ signiﬁcantly in the expression of AMPA receptors in the dorsal hippocampus, and activation
of AMPA receptor during the stress exposure prevented the physiological, neuroendocrine, and behavioral effects of chronic social
stress exposure (Schmidt et al., 2010). Knockout of serotonin
transporter increases the vulnerability to social avoidance
following social defeat (Bartolomucci et al., 2010). Finally, supression of the GABAergic system is seen in the pre-frontal cortex of
mice showing depressive symptoms following social defeat
(Veeraiah et al., 2014), and in amygdala of mice exposed to peripubertal stress (Tzanoulinou et al., 2014). Similar suppression is
found in the cortex of human patients with PTSD (Meyerhoff et al.,
2014).
4. Resilience and social buffering: social interaction can
moderate effects of a stressor
Stress exposure not only alters social interaction, but that social
interaction can in turn play a role in buffering or moderating the
effects of that stressor, providing adaptive value of social networks
for coping with stress exposure. We can think about stressresilience in multiple layers: life-long programming of stressresilient individuals originating from the early life environment
and in particular through maternal interactions (Parker et al., 2012;
Lyons et al., 2010; Szyf et al., 2007); short-term resilience after an
acute moderate stressor promoting better functioning after a secondary stressor (Kirby et al., 2013); or resilience that comes from
mitigating (buffering) the effects of stress by positive, supportive
social environment, or even by aggressive social interactions. For
example, lower ranking baboons that show displacement of
aggression on peers have lower CORT levels (Virgin and Sapolsky,
1997).
The effects of social buffering are far reaching, and in humans
there is evidence that social relationships aid immune function,
cardiovascular health, and other health-related outcomes
(reviewed in Berkman and Kawachi, 2000). Stable natural social
relationships have even been associated with increased longevity
in humans and other species (humans: Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010;
baboons: Silk et al., 2010; rats: Yee et al., 2008; dolphins: Stanton
and Mann, 2012). The endocrine consequences of social buffering
were ﬁrst described in primates (Coe et al., 1978; Mendoza et al.,
1978) and primate studies continue to be important particularly
for our understanding of natural social buffering in the context of
stress. For example in female Chacma baboons, loss of a partner
results in elevated CORT and also in enhanced social behaviors such
as allogrooming which may help mediate the decline to baseline
levels (Engh et al., 2006). Studies of social manipulations in rodents
have also played a pivotal role in our understanding of social support on a variety of behavioral, endocrine, and neurobiological
outcomes (reviewed in DeVries et al., 2003; Kikusui et al., 2006).
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In rodents, most studies of social buffering have focused on the
presence or absence of a conspeciﬁc such as the cage-mate after a
stressor. As one might imagine, many different variables may affect
whether social buffering occurs, including the familiarity of the
conspeciﬁc, the relative hierarchy, presence or absence during
stress exposure, whether the cage-mate was also stressed, sex of
the individual and partner, sensory modalities of exposure to that
individual, timing of the availability of social support and so forth.
While these parameters have by no means been explored in all
combinations, we summarize what is known for each variable
across a variety of rodent species.
4.1. Buffering effects on behavior
Social contact seeking is altered following stress exposure in
male rats. Rats temporarily housed in an open ﬁeld spend more
, 1969), and stressed
time together than expected by chance (Latane
males are more likely to interact socially than non-stressed males
(Taylor, 1981). Investigator-manipulated housing conditions (solitary-, pair-, or group-housing) also affect reactions to stress.
Conditioned avoidance of noxious stimuli is reduced in pair-housed
animals (Hall, 1955; Baum, 1969). Pair-housed rats also show
reduced impacts of stress exposure relative to rats housed alone in
their response to white noise (Taylor, 1981) and foot shock (Davitz
and Mason, 1955; Kiyokawa et al., 2004). Group-housed rats
exposed to social defeat exhibit greater growth and less anxiety
behavior in repeated open ﬁeld exposure relative to solitaryhoused rats (Ruis et al., 1999). Solitary housing increases anxietylike behaviors on its own (see above section); thus distinguishing
between effects of isolation and effects of a stressor (and their
potential interactions) requires that all housing conditions be
paired with both the stressor and lack thereof. In studies where this
has occurred, pair-housed animals do not show stress-induced
anxiety behavior changes relative to control pair-housed animals,
unlike solitary-housed individuals (Nakayasu and Ishii, 2008). More
recent studies have examined novel behavioral outcomes,
including social buffering effects on pain tolerance (reviewed in
Martin et al., 2014) and changes in alcohol consumption (Anacker et
al., 2011; Hostetler and Ryabinin, 2014).
4.2. Buffering effects on the HPA axis
Social housing impacts HPA axis responsiveness to a stressor or
to hormonal stimulation via CRF. Following CRF administration,
male group-housed rats have reduced CORT and ACTH relative to
isolated males (Ruis et al., 1999). In young male guinea pigs, presence of the mother or an unfamiliar adult female attenuates increases in plasma ACTH, cortisol and vocalizations in response to a
novel environment (Hennessy et al., 2000), with additional, subtly
varying effects across the lifespan (Hennessy et al., 2006).
Studies in prairie voles allow for distinction between buffering
by social peers and reproductive partners. In prairie voles, exposure
to a novel individual of the opposite sex leads to a decline in serum
CORT over the following 15e60 min in both males and females,
while same-sex novel pairings did not inﬂuence serum CORT
(DeVries et al., 1997, 1995). This decline in CORT may be important
for the ability of the female to form a partner preference, while it
must pass in order for males to form (CORT-dependent) partner
preferences (DeVries, 2002).
The nature of social buffering may be quite different within
established social relationships: in prairie voles, female sibling
pairs experienced elevated CORT following separation and this effect was attenuated following reunion (unpublished data referenced in Carter et al., 1995). In males, loss of a female partner also
resulted in increased circulating CORT as well as increased adrenal
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weight (Bosch et al., 2009). The presence of a partner may provide
social buffering from a stressor; female prairie voles that recovered
alone from immobilization stress exhibited high levels of CORT and
increased anxiety behavior, while females recovering with their
male partner showed no such elevation (Smith and Wang, 2014).
While CORT is an easily measured signal that often relates to
stress level, it is worth noting that measurement of glucocorticoids
is not always a clear indicator of either stress exposure or stressed
affect, and stress may result in both enhanced and dampened CORT
proﬁles depending on timing and chronicity (e.g. Sapolsky et al.,
2000; Beery et al., 2012).

4.3. Buffering effects on other neurochemical outcomes
Social companionship has been associated with outcomes
beyond the HPA axis, although many of these changes may ultimately be related to common pathways. For example, in prairie
voles, females recovering from immobilization stress with a male
partner showed no CORT elevation, coupled with evidence of
increased oxytocin (OT) release in the paraventricular nucleus
(PVN) of the hypothalamus. Direct administration of OT to the PVN
reduced CORT responses to a stressor, while oxytocin receptor
antagonist (OTA) injection prevented the ameliorative effects of
housing with the partner (Smith and Wang, 2014). This parallels
research in humans in which OT and social buffering interact to
reduce CORT responses to a social stressor (Heinrichs et al., 2003).
Other neuroendocrine changes have also been documented in
response to social support. For example, the presence of a
conspeciﬁc in an open-ﬁeld test reduces peripheral prolactin in
male rats (Wilson, 2000).

4.4. Buffering effects on immune and organ systems
Relative to isolated individuals, socially housed female Siberian
hamsters experience improved wound healing; an effect which is
mediated by oxytocin (Detillion et al., 2004). While little is known
about the natural social organization of this hamster species
(Wynne-Edwards and Lisk, 1989), wound healing has also been
studied in three species of Peromyscus mice for which social organization is well characterized. In the two species of monogamous or
facultatively monogamous Peromyscus mice, wound healing was
facilitated by social contact. This was not the case in the promiscuous species, and this species did not experience reduced CORT
with pair-housing (Glasper and DeVries, 2005). This suggests that
social housing was beneﬁcial only to the species that normally resides with a partner. Some recent ﬁndings in humans suggest that
higher blood oxytocin and vasopressin levels may also be associated with faster wound healing in our species (Gouin et al., 2010).
Social environment during stress has been shown to impact
gastric ulcer formation in male rats following a stressor, however,
only the social environment at the time of testing and not prior
housing affected ulcer frequency (Conger et al., 1958). Westenbroek
et al. (2005) found that group-housed chronically stressed female
rats had less adrenal hypertrophy than solitary-housed, stressed
females.
Social housing and support have also been shown to impact the
function of the cardiovascular system. In humans, social support
reduces heart rate and alters the ratio of systolic to diastolic blood
pressure after performing stressful tasks (Lepore et al., 1993;
Thorsteinsson et al., 1998). In mice and prairie voles, social housing has been associated with lower heart rate (Sp€
ani et al., 2003;
Grippo et al., 2007), as well as other measures of cardiovascular
health (Grippo et al., 2011).

4.5. Partner identity and social buffering
Not all social interactions are equal, and the effects of social
companionship may differ by partner familiarity, sex, age, species,
and affective state. Most studies of social buffering have explored
one or two of these contexts at a time, but some evidence suggests
that each of these can, but does not necessarily, impact the social
buffering provided. In guinea pigs, the presence of both familiar and
unfamiliar adults reduces HPA activation in response to a novel
environment; however for young (pre-weaning) guinea pigs, this
effect is greater with the mother (Graves and Hennessy, 2000), and
the salience of different individuals changes over the life course and
varies with sex (Kaiser et al., 2003). In a pair of studies in male rats,
Armario et al. found the surprising result that CORT levels in an
open ﬁeld were higher when paired with a familiar versus an unfamiliar individual (Armario et al., 1983a,b). In prairie voles, brief
separation from a mate, but not from a same-sex sibling, increased
depressive-like behavior (Bosch et al., 2009).
Partner identity/familiarity was also found to be critical in a
recently developed paradigm in which helping behavior is
measured in rats. In this study, rats were motivated to rescue a
trapped rat from restraint only if it was matched to their own strain,
or a strain they had exposure to from birth; they were uninterested
in freeing rats of an unfamiliar strain (Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2014).
The partner's affective state also inﬂuences social buffering. In
rats, exposure to naïve, unshocked individuals can lessen stress
responses relative to exposure to shocked individuals (Kiyokawa
et al., 2004), similar to earlier ﬁndings in fear-conditioned rats
(Davitz and Mason, 1955). Future research on social buffering in
rodents will hopefully make progress into questions of how and
when social support is helpful, and what the optimal timing and
type of that support is.
5. Anxiety and depression are associated with reduced social
behavior
Stress occurs as a response to an external stimulus that can be
ﬂeeting. In contrast, anxiety is a lasting state that is not an immediate response to the external environment. While stressful events
can have impacts on social behavior, individual differences in
anxiety also relate to variation in social behavior. For example, in
humans, extraverted personality is associated with lower trait
€ and Isometsa
€, 2006; Naragon-Gainey et al., 2014).
anxiety (Jylha
In rodents, the social interaction test e in which social interaction with a familiar or an unfamiliar individual are measured in an
open arena e was initially developed to be an ethologically relevant
measure of anxiety behavior (File and Hyde, 1978). Social interaction times of individual male and female rats are positively correlated with exploratory behavior in classic tests of anxiety-like
behaviors. For example, individuals that spend more time in social
interaction are more likely to spend more time in the center region
of an open ﬁeld or the light portion of a light-dark box (StarrPhillips and Beery, 2014).
Maternal care, particularly maternal grooming behavior, has
lasting effects on offspring anxiety behavior. High levels of
maternal grooming are associated with reduced anxiety behavior in
two paradigms: pup reunion after brief separation and/or handling,
and natural, individual variation in maternal care (reviewed in
Gonzalez et al., 2001; Meaney, 2001; Beery and Francis, 2011).
Natural variations in the amount of time dams spend licking and
grooming their new pups in the ﬁrst week of life impacts their
offspring in many ways that persist into adulthood. Reduction in
stress-reactivity in rats reared by high-licking dams appears to be
mediated by increased glucocorticoid receptor expression in the
hippocampus (Liu et al., 1997; Weaver et al., 2004) which enhances
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negative feedback on the HPA axis (Sapolsky et al., 1985; Liu et al.,
1997).
Recent studies have shown that natural variation in maternal
care affects a wide range of outcomes beyond anxiety behavior,
including social behaviors. High levels of early maternal grooming
are associated with increased play behavior in juvenile male rats
(Parent and Meaney, 2008; Van Hasselt et al., 2012), increased social interaction in adult offspring of both sexes (Starr-Phillips and
Beery, 2014), and altered play dominance rank in adult female
rats (Parent et al., 2013). Effects of maternal contact have also been
described in other species; for example in prairie voles, maternal
care and family structure have been associated with social investigation in adolescence, and changes in parental and mate-directed
behaviors in adulthood (Ahern and Young, 2009; Perkeybile et al.,
2013). Early experience of maternal care is sometimes associated
with changes in oxytocin and vasopressin system regulation
(reviewed in Veenema, 2012), although it is not yet clear whether
such changes underlie the known differences in social behavior.
6. Sex differences in reactions to stress and implications
In a synthesis of ﬁndings across rodents, primates, and human
studies, Shelly Taylor proposed that in addition to ﬂight-or-ﬂight
responses to stress, females show pronounced “tend and
befriend” responses to a stressor (Taylor et al., 2000). Taylor related
“tending” to parental nurturing behaviors, based on evidence that
rat dams lick their pups (tending) following separation, that
oxytocin appears to be more elevated in females following a
stressor, and that oxytocin can act both as an anxiolytic and to
promote afﬁliative behavior. “Befriending” was related to the
adaptive value of social support under stressful conditions, and its
particular value for females that might be more vulnerable than
males.
Whether or not shared history of maternal care-giving and
defensive social behaviors best explains distinct female responses
to stress, the existence of such sex differences in stress/social
behavior interactions has been demonstrated repeatedly. We have
discussed several examples in this review; ﬁrst, we described sex
differences in the potency of particular stressors, for example
crowding is particularly stressful for males, but is either calming to
females or does not have major effects on physiological endpoints
(Brown and Grunberg, 1995; Kotrschal et al., 2007). Even when the
same event is stressful to both males and females, the sequelae of
stress exposure may differ, for example stress impairs classical
conditioning in females, which is the opposite of the effect found
in males (Wood and Shors, 1998).
Sex differences are also present in social behavior responses to
stress: conditions of stress, high CORT, and high CRF facilitate pairbonding in male prairie voles, while the same conditions impair
pair-bonding in females voles (DeVries et al., 1996). Even where
both sexes appear to be supported by their same-sex peers, male
and female rats exhibit anxiety responses and adrenal reactions
under different combinations of conditions (Westenbroek et al.,
2005).
Some of these differences may relate to neurochemical variation
in the brains of males and females. Both oxytocin and vasopressin
are important for social behavior, and there are sex differences in
the production and release of these neuropeptides, the location and
density of their receptors, and their roles in social behavior (Bales
and Carter, 2003; Carter, 2007). There are many sex differences in
human psychiatric disorders, most notably anxiety and depression,
which some argue are based on sex differences in responses to
stress (Bangasser and Valentino, 2014).
One consequence of these ﬁndings is that we must study the
interactions of stress and social behavior in both sexes in order to
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make meaningful conclusions about each sex. This idea is gaining
greater appreciation within the scientiﬁc and funding communities
(Mogil and Chanda, 2005; Cahill, 2006; Zucker and Beery, 2010;
Couzin-Frankel, 2014, Clayton and Collins, 2014; Woodruff et al.,
2014).
7. Conclusions
The social environment can cause stress or ameliorate the impacts of stress, and social behavior responds to stress. These effects
may happen all together or at different times, and vary with individual genetic background, experience, sex, species, and other
factors. While it is not feasible to study all such factors in a single
study, almost a century of research has helped to show which
stressors are most impactful in males and females, and how such
stress is reﬂected in neurochemistry. Interaction time is a longstanding measure of social behavior, but recent studies have begun
to employ more nuanced approaches e for instance measuring
helping behavior and distinguishing preferences for familiar versus
unfamiliar individuals.
While adverse social conditions (from subordination to isolation) are potent stressors, the interactions between stress and social behavior also offer multiple entry points into the study of stress
resilience. Stress resilience varies with early life social environmentdin particular with experience of maternal behavior and life
history of exposure to mildly stressful experiences. Resilience can
also arise from the mitigating or buffering effects of positive (or
negative) social interactions. There is a vast body of literature
linking stress and social behavior and their roles in resilience. We
may learn the most from these studies when we consider the social
life of the organism, and look beyond group averages to individual
variability.
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